Developed by Council Philmont Committee

**Philmont Equipment List**

Take what you need and if you take it you have to carry it. Take items that are multi-purpose items.

**PACK GEAR**

- Internal Frame Backpack 90L capacity
  - Kelty Red Cloud 90
  - Osprey Aether 85

- Pack Cover
  - Serves as rain cover for backpack
  - Some packs will include rain cover

- Zip Lock plastic bags various sizes (Freezer grade/heavy duty)
  - Everything in pack in appropriate size zip lock bag (carry extras)

- Personal Hydration System
  - Platypus/Camel Back 70 ounce / 2 liter

- 2 Nalgene bottles (1 liter w/ wide mouth clear)

**SLEEPING GEAR**

- Sleeping bag with waterproof stuff/compression sack
  - Synthetic vs Down (cost/comfort/convenience)
  - North Face Cats meow 20°F bag (sleep comfort level)
  - Nemo Disco 15 down bag

- Ground Cloth (88” X 54””) Tyvek

- Sleeping Pad (Air mattress / self inflating / corrugated foam options)
  - comfort/price
  - Big Agnes Q-Core SLX air mattress
  - Therm a rest Base camp pad

- Sleep Clothes (personal choice; not hiking clothes)
**Clothing**

- Hiking Boots (Waterproof, High vs/mid, leather vs Synthetic)
  Keen Targhee II mid hikers
  Vasque Canyonlands

- Lightweight Camp shoes (can be used if hiking boots fail)
  Personal choice (closed toed) old sneakers

- Two Sock System for blister control
  Polypropylene Liner sock (wigwam brand)
  Outer Hiking sock (wool and thickness for comfort) Smartwool brand

- Underwear (2 pair for the trail; wear one carry spare)
  Underarmour (no cotton) Synthetic moisture wicking

- Hiking shorts (2 pair; wear one carry spare)
  Consider hiking zip off pants (carry one pair of zip off legs for 2 pair of shorts)
  Pants needed depending on weather and for certain activities

- T Shirts (synthetic moisture wicking) 2 shirts
  Long Sleeve synthetic moisture wicking shirt?

- Jacket (fleece or some sort of packable jacket)

- Boonie hat (hat with large brim)

- Rain gear waterproof (jacket can also be used as additional layer)
  Rain Pants?
**Personal Gear**

- Bowl & spoon
  - Sea to Summit collapsible bowl and Lexan spoon
  - Lexan bowl
- Bandanas (3) different colors: multi use item
- Whistle
- Lip Balm (no chap stick) in Tube
- Vaseline
- Toothbrush/Toothpaste (travel size)
- Sunglasses UV rated cheap brand
- Personal 1st aid kit
  - Moleskin/blister control; overcounter meds etc. i.e. ibuprofen, aspirin

**Miscellaneous Gear**

- Cash for back country $25.00 (in $5.00 denominations or less)
- Ten tent stakes/person
- Headlamp
- Small knife (Leatherman micra w/ scissors)
- Lighter (adults only) or Hot Spark
- 50’ nylon parachute cord (multi use item)
- Compass (Silva brand with large baseplate liquid filled)
- Digital camera (spare batteries)
- Sun Screen and Bug Spray (personal size or crew size)